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SITUATION OVERVIEW

Understanding Infrastructure Challenges Within Today's Datacenters
Challenge 1: Digital Economy Drives Business Transformation
The emergence of a truly digital economy has driven enterprises around the world to begin essential
business transformation projects unlike any other they may have gone through in the past. These
transformational undertakings are often driven by a group of new technologies that are combined to
provide CIOs with a brand-new platform to create new value in their marketplaces that would have
been impossible just a few short years ago. The core technologies that make up this new platform
(which IDC calls the "3rd Platform") are focused on cloud, mobile ecosystems, big data/analytics, and
social technologies.
Companies are leveraging these 3rd Platform technologies to better compete in shifting markets,
create deeper customer relationships, and capitalize on new sources of revenue. Not surprisingly, this
has placed considerable pressures on IT departments to actively address long-standing inefficiencies
in order to be more agile and responsive to the rapidly changing business needs. A core contributor to
such inefficiencies is the way in which datacenter infrastructure is often purchased and deployed as
silos of resources that are managed independently by corresponding silos of experts. This has led to
an untenable capex/opex gap within the datacenter where every dollar spent purchasing a physical
server (capex) is followed by $3.91 of spending on power, cooling, and management of that server
(opex). Further, supporting the businesses during times of fundamental transformation requires new
levels of scale, automation, and agility within the datacenter that do not align with the practice of
independently buying and managing discrete resources.
As a result, IT organizations around the world are shifting their resources toward technologies and
reporting structures that eliminate datacenter silos and help focus on business-centric rather than
infrastructure-centric decisions.

Challenge 2: Best-of-Breed Benefits Come with Heterogeneity
Management Challenges
Even with the cost and management challenges commonly associated with a best of breed, most IT
departments will continue to balance the need to leverage the right technology for each workload
against the need to manage at the broadest level possible. This requires a balance between
competing forces, but it is also a key reason IT teams have so little time for the types of forward-
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looking projects that help drive out operational inefficiencies and increase agility. Indeed, Figure 1
shows the percentage of time an IT staff tends to spend on various tasks based on a recent IDC
survey of 300 IT professionals. Figure 1 shows that very little time (only 14.5%) is spent on "innovation
and new projects." That leaves 85.5% of available time spent on tasks often referred to as "keeping the
lights on."

FIGURE 1
Time Spent Managing IT Resources Versus Innovation and New Projects
Q.

Over a given week, what percentage of total IT admin and operations staff time is spent on
the following six general tasks?
Software installation,
updates, patching, and
configuration mgmt.
(20.7%)

Vendor and
internal
meetings
(13.8%)
Innovation and
new projects
(14.5%)

Storage,
server, and
network
provisioning
(20.0%)

New service
requests and
approval
mgmt.
(15.1%)

Monitoring,
troubleshooting,
and remediation
(15.9%)

n = 300
Source: IDC, 2016

Challenge 3: Cloud Has Become an Important Part of the Datacenter Equation
Public cloud infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) offerings are rapidly gaining acceptance among
enterprises as a viable alternative to on-premise hardware for IT infrastructure. A recent survey of over
6,000 IT organizations found that nearly two-thirds of the respondents are either already using or
planning to use public cloud IaaS by the end of 2016. Another recent IDC survey of approximately
1,000 IT professionals explored whether or not public and hybrid cloud offerings are having an impact
on their storage strategy. The survey found that 40% of respondents currently see public cloud as
having an impact on their storage strategy and another 40% are expecting the impact of public cloud to
occur within the next 24 months. Only 20% of respondents did not expect public cloud to have any
impact on their organization's storage strategies. While public cloud may not be right for all companies
or all workloads, it has clearly become an important part of the datacenter infrastructure equation. As is
the case with so many other technologies, datacenter teams are looking for balance between benefits
(e.g., rightsizing costs per workload) and risks (e.g., complexity, security, performance, availability)
when incorporating cloud into their datacenter infrastructure strategies. This will often equate to a
balance between public, private, and hybrid cloud solutions.
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Challenge 4: Time to Deploy New Applications
The amount of time it takes to deploy the infrastructure needed to bring a new application to production
status remains a slow, manual process for far too many companies. This is especially true for
applications that have a prolonged test/dev stage and are heavily customized (making standardization
and template use less effective). Detailed planning (and forecasting) around the performance,
resource capacity, resiliency, and security needs for each workload often takes a considerable amount
of time and staff resources. Further, the highly manual nature of this process increases the risk of
human error and the likelihood of resource overprovisioning. Simply stated, deployment of new
applications remains too slow, risky, and wasteful for the needs of today's businesses.

Historic Role of Converged Systems
There are many well-known technologies that have driven substantial benefits within the datacenter
over the years. Technologies like server virtualization, for example, have helped drive considerable
savings by enabling better infrastructure utilization rates and higher levels of application resiliency.
Though not as widespread as server virtualization, converged systems represent another area of
datacenter innovation that have been helping companies achieve new levels of cost reduction,
operational efficiencies, and better alignment of IT processes with business-centric needs.
Technology suppliers have been offering converged system solutions for more than half a decade. The
adoption of converged systems has grown quickly during this time to become a multibillion-dollar
market, which can be seen as a clear indication of its effectiveness. Total spending on converged
systems exceeded $10.6 billion in 2015 and is growing faster than the total datacenter infrastructure
market. The architecture of converged systems has evolved during this time, but its goal has remained
unchanged. Specifically, converged systems provide a tight integration between core datacenter
infrastructure (storage, compute, and networking) while also offering centralized management and
increased levels of automation. Converged systems differ from traditional hardware platforms and
architectures in that they are designed to be deployed quickly using a modular building-block approach
to rapidly scale up resources and workloads. The benefits of converged systems have become well
tested over the years. They are driving new levels of efficiency, agility, and resiliency for a vast number
of companies around the world, which is solidifying their place as a critical component of a modern
datacenter.
The drivers of converged systems deployments include:


Time to service/time to market. This business driver is fueled by the need for IT to respond
more quickly to new business applications and projects and to shorten the time to provision
new infrastructure. CIOs and IT executives want to drive agility into IT processes and shift
more to an on-demand or IT-as-a-service model. Deployment of new applications can also be
accelerated by using standardized system images.



Reduced costs. Converged systems can provide considerable reductions in capital costs by
allowing users to consolidate workloads onto fewer systems without increasing risk.
Consolidating workloads also helps reduce costs associated with datacenter footprints as well
as power and cooling of these systems. Capacity planning can be simplified due to the elastic
and scalable nature of the infrastructure.



Efficient infrastructure management. While time to market and cost are top-level drivers, the
operational benefits of converged systems should not be overlooked. Many users speak of the
benefits from the streamlined support model (i.e., single point of contact) and increased
interoperability among components, microcode, drivers, and software. Converged systems
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have also proven to be an important way to reduce time spent managing and maintaining
datacenter infrastructure through greater levels of automation and centralized management.
As noted, most of the converged systems deployed to date have focused on tightly integrating wellestablished infrastructure systems that have long been available as standalone servers, storage
systems, or networking equipment. Arguably, the use of these systems as core building blocks
represents the first generation of converged systems. The advantages of these first-generation
converged systems have been undeniable, but like any other first generation of offerings, they can
benefit from improvements. Areas where first-generation converged systems can be improved upon
include:


Acquisition costs. The use of traditional/discrete storage, server, and network resources has
tended to result in relatively high average selling prices and therefore made early-generation
converged systems more suitable for companies with larger datacenter budgets. IDC data
shows the average selling price of these systems marketwide has always been $330,000 or
greater.



Management software. Some solutions (though not all) require administrators to work with
multiple system and element management software products for lower-level administrative
tasks. This must be further consolidated so that administrators can minimize the number of
software suites that must be relied upon.



Service and support. Providing customers with a single line of support has been a critical part
of early-generation converged systems. While this has greatly simplified the support
experience for many customers, much can be done within the area of service and support to
simplify life-cycle management of converged systems. Specifically, there is an increased need
for services targeted toward initial design and deployment as well as support contracts that
include complex change management tasks (e.g., rollout of firmware upgrades).



Legacy systems. The use of legacy systems hinders the ability to support next-generation
applications. Construction with standardized building blocks enables the support for these
applications that have inherently different needs associated with resiliency and data locality.

IDC believes the converged systems market has entered a new phase of market maturity that is
driving a new generation of solutions designed to extend the benefits experienced to date and address
the shortfalls mentioned previously.

Next Generation of Converged Systems
Cumulative spending on converged systems has exceeded $35 billion over the past four years. This
considerable amount of investment should be seen as a clear indication that early-generation
converged systems have driven real benefits to many companies around the world. But no market or
technology should ever be thought of as static. Converged system solutions have been evolving
steadily over the years, with each iteration offering improvements of their predecessors.
New generations of converged systems are designed to further simplify design and deployment,
reduce initial capital costs through software-defined technologies, increase the degree to which
systems can be managed holistically, offer new levels of automation, and better incorporate cloudbased resources. An overview of these advancements follow:


Time to order and time to deployment have been greatly reduced when compared with earlier
generations of converged systems, which in turn removes much of the burden associated with
day zero operations.
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Hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) offers a brand-new architecture that combines x86
servers with software-defined storage (SDS) to greatly reduce costs and further improve endto-end management (scale out, software defined, simplified management). Importantly, the
increased use of SDS and software-defined network (SDN) is making its way through other
converged systems offerings, not just HCI.



Previously independent management tools are further integrated, offering customers
increased levels of holistic system management at all levels of converged systems. The focus
of newer systems is also around automated design, deployment, support, and management
(no longer just holistic).



The next generation of converged systems offers better integration between converged
systems and public cloud resources. This can take several forms but generally targets the use
of cloud as an additional tier that can help ensure that resources offer the appropriate level of
cost, performance, and security for a diverse set of workloads.

Broadly speaking, the innovations from first-generation converged systems are becoming more
mainstream, and economies of scale are leading to more affordable deployment options, reducing the
price threshold and making the technology available to a wider audience, which will further accelerate
adoption.

Overview of Lenovo's Converged System Portfolio
As one might expect from an established global infrastructure supplier, Lenovo offers a broad portfolio
of converged systems solutions that are intended to drive improved levels of IT staff agility, reduce
capital and operational costs, and offer comprehensive support covering all aspects of its solutions.
Lenovo's family of converged systems solutions includes the ThinkAgile CX Series and the HX Series
of hyperconverged infrastructure. The ThinkAgile CX Series is a 3-tier converged infrastructure
solution encompassing compute and SAN storage and management software. Lenovo's HX Series is
the company's hyperconverged infrastructure built with Lenovo servers and Nutanix hyperconverged
software. Both are reviewed in detail in this section. Lenovo recently launched its ThinkAgile brand of
converged systems, which it intends to expand beyond the current CX Series offering to include rackscale hyperconverged solutions (also known as software-defined datacenter [SDDC]) not currently
available. Lenovo reserves the use of its ThinkAgile branding for converged systems that package
compute, storage, networking, and single support contracts and management software that provides
unified management of all system components.
A review of each converged solution offered by Lenovo follows. This includes ThinkAgile solutions as
well as solutions that are converged but not branded as ThinkAgile.
Lenovo's ThinkAgile CX Series is a 3-tier converged system that integrates Lenovo servers and
Nimble Storage's portfolio of hybrid flash and all-flash arrays through a highly resilient physical SAN
network. Lenovo's ThinkAgile CX Series supports virtual and physical resource pools. These solutions
leverage Nimble Storage's analytics capabilities to provide detailed insights and avoid application
downtime by proactively identifying system problems. The ThinkAgile CX Series also includes Lenovo
XClarity, a suite of centralized resource management software that allows IT managers to automate a
number of lower-level tasks including hardware discovery, hardware monitoring, and firmware
updates. XClarity also automates system configuration and the deployment of bare metal operating
systems and hypervisors. This along with a dashboard-driven interface allows IT staff to spend less
time running/managing their IT and more time innovating and improving their business. Lenovo
provides centralized support for its ThinkAgile CX Series through a single point of contact directly
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through Lenovo. This centralized support structure greatly simplifies support for customers and
ensures rapid remediation. These solutions also leverage Nimble Storage's InfoSight analytics
capabilities to provide detailed insights and avoid application downtime by proactively identifying
system problems.
Lenovo's HX Series is the company's appliance-based hyperconverged solution that fully integrates
Lenovo x86 servers with core Nutanix software to provide application mobility, a distributed storage
fabric and a hypervisor (all part of Nutanix Acropolis), and system management software (Nutanix
Prism). Lenovo's hyperconverged solutions leverage virtualization and software-defined storage to
natively collapse core storage, compute, and storage networking functions into a single pool of
resources that are deployed as a scale-out cluster. The company will soon expand the HX Series to
include software-defined networking technology and core management software needed to deliver a
fully integrated rack-scale hyperconverged solution. This software-defined datacenter solution will ship
as an entire rack with HX nodes, SDS, SDN, and unified management that can manage all aspects of
the solution. Lenovo's ThinkAgile SDDC offerings will support private cloud deployments that support
Microsoft, VMware, and OpenStack environments.

Benefits of Lenovo's ThinkAgile Converged Infrastructure Solutions
Lenovo understands that heterogeneity is the norm within today's datacenters. This can include
multiple technology brands, but it also includes multiple types of solutions that coexist due to things
like differing refresh cycles or differing workload requirements. As such, Lenovo has designed its
ThinkAgile converged infrastructure portfolio in a way that allows customers to deploy heterogeneous
workloads (e.g., virtualized, cloud based, business apps, enterprise databases, and VDI.) on multiple
types of next-generation converged systems (3-tier converged infrastructure, hyperconverged
infrastructure, and software-defined infrastructure) while allowing systems to be managed and
supported centrally. Companies deploying Lenovo's ThinkAgile family of converged infrastructure will
benefit from the following key strengths that Lenovo brings to the market:


Established datacenter presences and global supply chain. Lenovo's long history as a trusted
supplier of datacenter infrastructure gives the company a well-tested platform on which to build
its ThinkAgile solutions. Indeed, the company's servers are built on the System x heritage,
which has a long history of deployments within datacenters where quality, reliability, and
security have been high priorities. This should provide customers with a deep sense of
confidence as to the potential quality of the portfolio. Further, the company's extensive supply
chain and large number of established VARs can drive considerable economies of scale and
world-class support that is truly global in reach.



Portfolio of modern technology. Lenovo's ThinkAgile converged infrastructure represents a
portfolio of converged offerings that are built with cutting-edge infrastructure and software. The
company offers customers a choice of 3-tier converged systems (ThinkAgile CX Series) and
hyperconverged infrastructure built with Nutanix's software-defined technologies outlined
previously (Acropolis and Prism). Lenovo's ThinkAgile road map shows the company's
intention to broaden ThinkAgile to include software-defined datacenter solutions. These SDDC
solutions will combine its hyperconverged HX Series with software-defined networking and
additional orchestration software to create a rack-scale hyperconverged solution that ships
complete with compute, storage, networking, full system management, and applications.



Complete systems integration. Lenovo's ThinkAgile CX Series allows customers to buy,
deploy, and manage their converged infrastructure holistically. Systems are pre-validated and
pre-integrated by Lenovo and its partners. This means that IT departments can buy, deploy,
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manage, and scale their ThinkAgile converged infrastructure as a single solution rather than
multiple silos of systems.


Unified support and simplified life-cycle management. Lenovo's ThinkAgile converged
solutions offer a unified support contract that starts with initial deployments services and
extends throughout the life of the system by providing a single source of support for all parts of
the converged infrastructure. This helps greatly simplify life-cycle management by ensuring
complete systems ship quickly, are up and running rapidly, and are supported holistically
throughout the life of the system.



Support for heterogeneous and multisite environments. Lenovo has designed its ThinkAgile
solutions with the understanding that heterogeneous environments are the norm at all levels of
today's datacenters. The company's ThinkAgile converged solutions provide support for mixed
workload environments deployed on bare metal, hypervisors, or containers. ThinkAgile
solutions provide the technology needed for multisite environments designed to provide
disaster recovery or support for remote/branch office operations.

CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES
For many organizations, compute, networking, and storage continue to have separate buying cycles or
technology refresh rates. Servers tend to be refreshed more frequently than storage, which in turn is
often refreshed more frequently than network switches. In the short run, this disparity in refresh cycles
will continue to be one of the biggest challenges for IT departments looking to take the first step toward
adopting converged systems. Users that encounter such challenges should consider targeting a
limited set of workloads with smaller, software-defined systems. Once deployed, such systems can be
scaled easily and cost effectively to accommodate additional workloads at a time that works best for all
stakeholders.
Converged systems will be increasingly influenced by software-defined solutions running on serverbased platforms that incorporate public cloud into an administrator's workflow. While this change has
undeniably begun, it is still in its early days. Users looking to roll out converged systems built with
software-defined technologies should look to suppliers offering a management and support model that
incorporates 3-tier converged systems as well as software-defined solutions. Solutions able to
augment availability, scale, and geographic reach of internal datacenter resources by incorporating
cloud should also be an important consideration.
Last, IDC notes that IT departments should look to the way in which public cloud offerings are sold to
see how future converged systems offerings will be offered. Specifically, public cloud solutions offer no
visibility into the type of components used to build out IaaS. It's reasonable to expect the same to be
true for future iterations of converged systems. Such offerings will help IT staff focus on higher-value
areas such as application development and deployment, VM-level policies, or simple resource scaling.
In the end, users should expect increased adoption of cloudlike features offered by converged systems
solutions to provide the combined benefits of public cloud with the control and security of solutions
deployed on-premise.
IDC believes the most pressing challenge for Lenovo will be to build awareness of its converged
systems so that its portfolio of offerings is considered alongside the competing offerings from
established suppliers that have been a part of the converged system market since its inception. IDC
believes that Lenovo's ThinkAgile solutions have been clearly thought through. The company offers an
all-inclusive converged system that provides all hardware, software, management, services, and
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support in a single package in a way that allows customers to buy, deploy, manage, and scale
datacenter infrastructure as a single system. Lenovo's broad portfolio of converged systems, the
capabilities of the company's XClarity management suite, and the company's ability to incorporate
diverse/heterogeneous datacenter environments should help provide considerable customer traction,
as users begin to learn more about the company's converged systems offerings.

CONCLUSION
The use of converged systems as an alternative to traditional procurement and delivery models has
been one of the most important developments in the evolution of the IT infrastructure market. Users
currently leveraging converged systems are benefiting from faster time to service/market, increased
cost advantages, and greater operational efficiencies. These benefits are expected to remain critical
drivers of converged systems deployments for years to come. And while the core goal of encapsulating
storage, networking, compute, and management into easily managed infrastructure will remain critical,
the way in which converged systems are designed is changing dramatically. New generations of
converged systems now allow IT departments the flexibility of choosing between traditional 3-tier
convergence, server-based hyperconverged systems (powered by SDS), and datacenter-level
software-defined convergence (powered by SDS, SDN, and advanced orchestration software). All
these technologies are offering expanded management and automation capacities that go beyond the
converged systems stack to better incorporate datacenter orchestration frameworks, open source
initiatives, and public cloud resources.
Lenovo has launched its ThinkAgile converged systems offerings at an opportune time and has clearly
considered how this market is evolving when designing its solutions. As noted previously, customers
are looking for the latest generation of converged systems to drive benefits in several key areas.
Specifically, this includes simplified deployment, reduced capital costs, holistic management,
increased automation, and better incorporation of cloud-based resources. Companies are also
increasingly demanding that converged systems provide cloudlike flexibility and simplicity for their onpremise workloads. Coupled with the company's stated road map, Lenovo's ThinkAgile offerings align
very well with customer expectations of the new generation of converged systems. Users of ThinkAgile
systems will find that Lenovo has put considerable effort into ensuring seamless scaling of compute,
storage capacity, and performance. Users are also likely to see that Lenovo has put quite a bit of
thought into delivering increased agility and performance along with stringent SLA and security
controls to price points that align with the sweet spot of current investment growth.
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